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QUESTION 1

A job using a one-node configuration file writes to a target Sequential File stage. The target Sequential File stage has
been set to write to three different sequential files. How many instances of the Sequential File stage will run in parallel? 

A. One. 

B. Two. 

C. Three. 

D. The job will abort, because a configuration file with at least three nodes is required. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A job using a three-node configuration file writes to a target Sequential File stage. The target Sequential File stage has
been set to write to two different sequential files. How many instances of the Sequential File stage will run? 

A. One instance. 

B. Two instances. 

C. Three instances. 

D. Four instances. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the correct method to process a file containing multiple record types using a Complex Flat File stage? 

A. Flatten the record types into a single record type. 

B. Manually break the file into multiple files by record type. 

C. Define record definitions on the Constraints tab of the Complex Flat File stage. 

D. Load a table definition for each record type on the Records tab of the Complex Flat File stage. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You have finished changes to many jobs and shared containers. You must export all of your changes and integrate



them into a test project with other objects. What is a way to select the objects you changed for the export? 

A. Sort the jobs by timestamp. 

B. Open Quick Find and select "Types to Find". 

C. Use Multiple Job Compile to locate objects that need to be compiled. 

D. Using the advanced find dialog, specify in the last modified panel, the date range of the jobs, and appropriate user
name. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What are the valid join operations for the Join stage? (Choose two.) 

A. Inner join 

B. Where join 

C. Top outer join 

D. Right outer join 

E. Bottom inner join 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 6

In your parallel job design you have selected a parallel shared container to be included. Which area of your job design is
required to be configured to use the parallel shared container? 

A. List the jobs that will be allowed to use the container. 

B. Configure your job properties General tab "Allow Container" option to be True. 

C. Configure the job name reference the parallel shared container originates from. 

D. Configure the number of input and/or output links to support the parallel shared container. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Two new columns have been deleted from a sequential file that a number of DataStage jobs write to. You have imported
a table definition for the changed file. How can you determine what jobs might be affected by this change? 



A. Select the new table definition, right-click, then click on the Where used command. 

B. Select the original table definition, right-click, then click on the Where used command. 

C. Select the original table definition, right-click, then click on the Find dependencies command. 

D. Select the new table definition, right-click, click on the Compare against command, then select original table
definition. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which stage classifies data rows from a single input into groups and computes totals? 

A. Modify stage 

B. Compare stage 

C. Aggregator stage 

D. Transformer stage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

When using the Column Export stage, what are two export column type property values allowed for the combined single
output column result? (Choose two.) 

A. Vector 

B. Binary 

C. Integer 

D. Decimal 

E. VarChar 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 10

A DataStage job uses an Inner Join to combine data from two source parallel datasets that were written to disk in sort
order based on the join key columns. Which two methods could be used to dramatically improve performance of this
job? (Choose two.) 

A. Disable job monitoring. 



B. Set the environment variable $APT_SORT_INSERTION_CHECK_ONLY. 

C. Unset the Preserve Partitioning flag on the output of each parallel dataset. 

D. Explicitly specify hash partitioning and sorting on each input to the Join stage. 

E. Add a parallel sort stage before each Join input, specifying the "Don\\'t Sort, Previously Grouped" sort key mode for
each key. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 11

In the Slowly Changing Dimension stage, a dimension columns Purpose code property can trigger which two actions.
(Choose two.) 

A. Update fact table keys. 

B. Detect dimension changes. 

C. Update the dimension table. 

D. Insert rows into the fact table. 

E. Delete duplicate dimension table rows. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

What are two properties dependent of both Column for Calculation and Summary Column for Recalculation? (Choose
two.) 

A. Summary 

B. Missing Value 

C. Sum of Squares 

D. Mean Deviation 

E. Coefficient of Variation 

Correct Answer: AB 
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